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Message from

Dr. The Hon. Dr. David C. Estwick MP
Minister of
Agriculture, Food, Fisheries & Water Resource Management,
It is with a sense of pride that I speak to you

I envision a fully integrated agricultural

on the occasion of AGROFEST 2017.

sector

where

there

is

a

successful

industry based around sea island cotton,
The theme for this year’s festival “Agriculture

a

50 years and Beyond” is intended to

cane industry where there is not only the

coincide with Barbados’ celebration of 50

production of raw sugar for export, but a

years of independence as well as to give

range of products such as specialty and

kudos to the contribution of agriculture to

refined sugars as well as novel products

our nation’s development.

based on carbohydrate chemistry.

Agriculture in Barbados has a rich history

In order to sustain a modernise agricultural

dating back to those times when sugarcane

sector we must of necessity retain the

dominated the landscape and the sugar

requisite acreage of land so to do. To this

industry represented our main source of
foreign exchange.
Over the years there have been changes

revamped

and

refashioned

sugar

end the desire to convert prime agricultural

Dr. the Hon. David Estwick MP

lands to other uses will be tempered as the

Minister of Agriculture, Food, Fisheries
& Water Resource Management,

country enhances it food security and food

producing novel products such as cassava

On behalf of the MAFFW I wish the BAS

sovereignty efforts.

but the agricultural sector has remained
resilient. The sector has become diversified
to the point where we have reached the
stage of self-sufficiency in poultry and
pork and where traditional crops such as
cassava and sweet potato now form the
basis for the developing of new industries

sandwich loaves, sweet potato ice cream
and leather made from the hides of the
Barbados Black Belly Sheep.
As we set a course for the next 50 years

a

successful

AGROFEST

2017

and

pledge the full support of the Ministry
to

the

continued

transformation

and

modernization of the agricultural sector.

...In order to sustain a modernise agricultural
sector we must of necessity retain the
requisite acreage of land so to do...
The Agriculturalist 2017
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BARBADOS AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
Message from

Honourable James Paul MP,
CEO - Barbados Agricultural Society

The Hon. James Paul - MP
CEO - Barbados Agricultural Society

Agrofest has become a unique signature

independence we must anticipate the

brand and certainly merits the title a

future so that we can better embrace and

mature event. The theme for this year

recognise the opportunities presented.

Agriculture cannot survive by doing

reflects this and certainly we need to

It is an opportune time to recognise

things the same way that we did them

ensure that we recognise that agriculture

the role that agriculture has played in

50 years ago but by seeking to develop

is a continuum in that it has always been

maintaining a stable economy and society

new approaches to solve the problems

the basis of human existence. The theme

and to provide a platform upon which it

that will emerge in these challenging

“Agriculture -50 years and beyond” is

can position itself to play a critical role in

times. The threat of climate change will

reflective of agricultural achievements

achieving greater economic prosperity for

bring new challenges in terms of diseases

over a period of time and seeks to join with

its citizens.

and pests which will require solutions. In

the concept of nationhood to embrace our

to think critically.

addition, it also means that the ordinary

future. For an industry to survive it must

The country must provide the environment

farm operator has to be more aware of his

adapt and change to face the challenges

that will lend to the display of greater

environment and must be equipped with

that are thrown up by the environment,

Barbadian ingenuity in agriculture and

the requisite tools and methodologies in

the agricultural sector in Barbados has

agriculturalists are currently seeking out

order to ensure that the challenges which

certainly proven it’s resilience and it’s

the most appropriate technologies. These

present themselves can be effectively

ability to survive over time.

technologies provide the sector with the

dealt with.

capacity to compete by providing for
This Agrofest 2017 comes at a time when

the achievement of greater efficiencies

The future therefore rests in our hands

our country is facing significant challenges

by reducing the cost of production for

including our young people and the extent

being presented by the current economic

commodities. In trying to achieve this, it is

to which we are able to transfer the best

difficulties that we face. However, while

necessary that we attract the best brains

of who we are in terms of our resilience

some see adversity I see hope and

to solve many of the difficult issues that the

and our willingness to stand the test of

opportunities that needs to be grasped

industry is facing. Hence, it is a matter of

time. Agriculture moving 50 years and

and we must face these challenges with

immediate priority that our country seeks

beyond offers a new world of opportunity

renewed optimism and dexterity. The

to incorporate the necessary changes

and progress and consequently a partial

agricultural sector will survive as indicated

to the education system to develop the

solution to the economic challenge that

but as we move beyond the 50 years of

hidden potential among Barbadian youth

we face at this time.

...Agriculture cannot survive by doing things
the same way that we did them 50 years ago
but by seeking to develop new approaches...
The Agriculturalist 2017
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
Message from Director of

The Rural Development Commission

Randolph Outram
Mr. Randolph Outram
DIRECTOR -The Rural Development Commission

50 Years of Agriculture:
RDC-Raising, Developing and
Cultivating Interest in Rural Farming
The

sector

Although, plantations continued to

which were used to supplement

has played a significant role in the

national

agricultural

play an integral role post 1966 in the

household incomes.

development of our economy before

production of livestock and vegetables,

and after Independence. This holds

Barbados began to create hundreds of

The Rural Development Commission’s

true especially in the days when

new entrepreneurs across the country.

contribution

sugar was king and the main foreign

These entrepreneurs were excited by

sector over the past twenty years

exchange earner. However, since then

the new opportunities available to

has been phenomenal.

small farmers became a very important

them to become their own bosses and

small farmers do not have access to

part of the agricultural sector and not

to make meaningful contributions to

financing in the same way as large

merely workers on plantations. Small

the island’s development. It must be

plantations, our loans programme

farmers

ownership,

emphasised here that the majority of

has provided funding to small farmers

which was facilitated by successive

these new entrepreneurs were based

through the Rural Enterprise Fund

governments,

in rural Barbados.

(REF), the Livestock Development

through

land

contributed

development of the sector.

to

the

These

to

the

agricultural
Since most

Fund (LDF) and the Fruit Orchard

farmers showed their diligence and

‘Country life” and “country economy”

Development Fund (FODF).

commitment to the success of the

were

through

provision of financing has therefore

agricultural industry by ensuring that

agricultural operations. These range

assisted small farmers in playing

production continued to be at a very

from small kitchen gardens to small

a critical role in the progress and

high level.

plots for rearing poultry and livestock

sustainability of the sector.

primarily

sustained

The

Cont’d on page 8

The Agriculturalist 2017
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Minister of Rural Development Denis Kellman presents an award to RDC loans client Joseph Hackett for his contribution
to Fruit Orchard Development at the Commission’s 20th Anniversary Open Day.

Cont’d from page 7

RDC-Raising, Developing
and Cultivating Interest in
Rural Farming
The

Commission

recognises

importance of national food security.

the
In

this regard, it recently leased nine (9)
acres of land in rural Barbados as part
of its Land for the Landless Programme.
Three farmers will be growing different
crops to assist in the sustainability of the
agricultural sector. It is the Commission’s
hope that the success of these three
farmers will encourage others to become
involved in agricultural programmes. The

Director of Rural Affairs(a.g) Randolph Outram presents RDC loans client Ronald Sealy
with an award for his contribution to Vegetable Production at the Commission’s 20th
anniversary Open day last year.

agency will continue to work assiduously

who has many years of experience in the

As a partner for the thirteenth year with

to find additional land to offer to persons

sector. The Commission has also assisted

the Barbados Agricultural Society (BAS)

desirous of farming.

its clients in the sale and marketing of

in sponsoring Agrofest, we take this

their products by providing sales booths

opportunity to salute the BAS for its ongoing

The Commission has provided technical

and other opportunities at events such as

efforts in the promotion of agriculture. We

assistance over the years to its clients

Agrofest.

therefore pledge our continued support to

through its Agricultural Extension Officer

8

agriculture and Agrofest.
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The changing face
of agriculture
development

the

As a result, the tropical islands of the

financial

Caribbean became the strategic centre

A buoyant agriculture sector is arguably

services sector in the decades after

of the Atlantic World and was vehemently

the single most important ingredient

Barbados’ Independence in 1966, sugar

defended and fought over in European

needed to achieve food security.

was the mainstay of the Barbadian

conflicts throughout the 17th and 19th

economy.

centuries.”

of foreign exchange spent on importing

This was emphasized in 2014 when

In the 1800s there were 10 sugar factories

overseas goods for local consumption,

Barbados

to

throughout the island, today there is just

increased agricultural production also

UNESCO for The Industrial Heritage of

one, Portvale, St. James, although there

means that Barbados would be able to

Barbados: The Story of Sugar And Rum

are plans to establish a multi-purpose

earn more through exports.

to be included on the UNESCO World

facility at the site of the former Andrew’s

Heritage List.

Sugar Factory in St. Joseph.

grown at home, for example ground

“The requirements for the production

Barbados produced more than 159 000

provisions, vegetables and fruits, can

and sale of sugar, and its by-products

tonnes of sugar in 1968, in 2016 sugar

guarantee you nutritional benefits more

molasses and rum, dictated the social

production was just about 8 000 tonnes.

so than processed items shipped in from

and political development of the island,

One reason for the decline is that the cost

overseas.

the region and Great Britain. The period

of sugar production has increased while

from the mid-seventeenth through the

the price paid for sugar internationally

All of the above illustrates the significance

mid-nineteenth

most

has dropped simultaneously. Barbados

of

This

important for understanding the social,

and other former colonies have also seen

importance did not start yesterday and

political, and economic impacts of sugar

the demise of their preferential market

goes back many years to when the sector

in the British Atlantic,” the submission

access.

was dominated by sugar cane cultivation

document noted.

By Donna Sealy

international

of

tourism

business

and

and

However, beyond limiting the amount
made

a

submission

There are also health benefits. Foods

agriculture

to

Barbados.

century

is

the

and the production of sugar and by-

While

products, especially rum.

“During this period, sugar became the

From 1643 until the emergence and

most important commodity in the world.

the

unquestionably

sugar

industry

declined,

it

has

remains

Cont’d on page 10

...Barbados produced more than 159 000 tonnes
of sugar in 1968, in 2016 sugar production was
just about 8 000 tonnes...
The Agriculturalist 2017
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The Changing Face Of Agriculture
Cont’d from page 9

important to the island. As noted by
Barbadian

agronomist

Dr.

Frances

Chandler in a previous analysis on the
island’s agricultural prospects, “The sugar
industry remains important in itself as
well as being an inextricable part of the

resources. This quality is partly defined by
the fact that the island’s exports poultry,

In the case of vegetable production,

including to the tourism cruise industry.

the most recent edition (2015) of the

It is also illustrated by the comparatively

Barbados Economic and Social Report,

small amount of poultry imported annually.

prepared by the Research & Planning
Unit Ministry of Finance and Economic

A 2014 study by the state-owned Barbados

Affairs, stated: “Overall, local vegetable

Agricultural Development and Marketing

production declined by 186.5 thousand

sugar crops.”

Corporation (BADMC) concluded that

kilogrammes or 4.2 per cent during 2015

the local poultry industry (excluding eggs

when compared with the previous year.

In its review of the economy’s 2016

and turkey) was worth about $150 million

The decline in production was due to

in sales, compared to the $5.5 million in

less than normal rainfall experienced

imports (four per cent of total industry

during the year. Perceived markets by the

sales) via the BADMC.

farmers, which would influence planting,

agricultural sector in general, as a rotation
crop, facilitating the management of non-

performance, the Central bank of Barbados
pointed to the declining contribution
from sugar and non-sugar agriculture.
Its statistics showed that sugar’s gross
domestic product contribution to the
Barbados economy was 0.3 per cent
last year, while non-sugar agriculture

as well as performance of the crop during
This

agriculture

complemented

by

sub-sector
others

is

including

the previous year, also influenced the
reduction in the level of production.”

livestock and dairy production, which are
all critical components. So too is vegetable

Commenting on the livestock and dairy

and root crop production, fisheries, and

segments, it reported: “[These] recorded

$39.6 million respectively.

cotton production.

an overall increase of 6.5 per cent in

It is important to stress, though, that while

Just like sugar, rum and poultry were

with production for 2014. During 2015,

recognised over the years to be of world

there were increases in poultry production

standard, Barbados has also won acclaim

by 12.1 per cent; beef production by 11.4

for the quality of its Sea Island cotton and

per cent; milk production by 5.3 per cent;

cane.

Blackbelly Sheep.

pork production by 5.2 per cent; turkey

An example of this is the poultry industry.

Ensuring that agriculture not only survives

contributed 3.5 per cent. In dollar figures,
the bank said, this was $3 million and

production during 2015 when compared

sugar cane has dominated the agriculture
headlines

for

centuries,

Barbados’

agriculture is defined by more than sugar

production by 3.8 per cent and mutton by

Barbados poultry sector is of such a high
standard that it is probably the envy of
much larger countries with bigger financial

1.4 per cent.

but thrives has also seen the development
of partnerships with other sectors including

“Veal production declined by 30.2 per cent

tourism and manufacturing.

during the period under review, however,
Cont’d on page 11
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The Changing Face Of Agriculture
Cont’d from page 10

veal is not a major product produced.
Egg production declined by 17.8 per cent
during 2015. This decline can be attributed
to problems experienced by farmers with
feed quality from the latter stages of 2014
to the second quarter of 2015.”
Also: “Total root crop production for
2015 was estimated at 3,214.1 thousand
kilogrammes. This represents an increase
of 17.0 per cent when compared with the
previous year. Increases were recorded in
all root crop commodities during the year,
with the exception of cassava.”
As for fisheries, the report said that “In
2015, an estimated total of 1 414 tonnes
of fish was landed in Barbados. This total
represents a decrease of 739 tonnes or
34.3 per cent from the estimated total
landings of 2 153 tonnes in 2014.
Overall,

the

fortunes

of

Barbados

agriculture have been linked with the
development of the economy. The island
changed from an agricultural economy to
one based on services, but growing food is
still critical to the overall proper functioning
of the country.
Change is expected to be constant,
especially as Barbados increases its focus
on renewable energy, and on agricultural
diversification.

Increased

technology

The Agriculturalist 2017

also means that job opportunities in the

for food traceability and promoting the

sector will not be restricted to the labour

incorporation of women into the decision-

component.

making

systems

for

the

legislation

development;
With

water

scarcity

being

another

concern, the need for new techniques and

Food

innovations to ensure that such precious

covering a broad range of initiatives that

resources are not endangered, while trying

will contribute to improve the overall

to reduce costs, will also be important.

management and governance of the

One of the key partners in this effort is

agricultural sector;

production

and

productivity,

the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO).

Youth development, as in addition to
providing employment opportunities for

Commenting

on

its

relationship

with

Barbados and it assistance to the island,

the youth, this strategy can help to drive
innovation into the sector;

the FAO said: “Improving food and nutrition
security is an overriding goal for Barbados

Building resilience against disasters and

and a top priority area of cooperation with

adapting to Climate Change, strengthening

FAO. As a food-deficit island state with a

disaster risk management systems for

high food import bill, Barbados faces the

agriculture, including the implementation

challenge of ensuring its population has

of an Early Warning System for Food

adequate access to stable food supplies -

Security.

a challenge that has been aggravated by a
steady rise in food prices in recent years.

The CPF was “jointly developed with
the

Government

and

key

agriculture

Its assistance in Barbados is shaped

sector stakeholders”, said the FAO, and

by a 2016-2019 Country Programming

“responds to the targeted policies and

Framework (CPF), which has four priority

strategies identified by Barbados in order

areas that were endorsed by Government

to facilitate the growth and development of

in December 2015.

its agricultural sector”.

The identified priorities were: Agricultural

All of the above suggests that agriculture

Health and Food Safety and quality,

is important to Barbados now more than

improving

ever.

food

strengthening

safety
legislative

systems

by

framework
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TAKING AGRICULTURE TO SCHOOL
By Donna Sealy

never seen vegetables growing and that’s

who help their parents and grand-parents

what he’s hoping to change with his talks.

in their vegetable gardens or with the pigs

It’s about 9 o’clock in the morning, and

While he goes on to tell them about farms

and sheep.

Chief Executive Officer of the Barbados

and what they can find there, whether

Agricultural Society Mr. James Paul has

plants or animals, asking them to name

The students might have heard the

just been introduced to scores of students

vegetables and animals they see on farms

messages countless times but James

at a primary school.

as well as what their favourite vegetables

is not deterred. He said it is important

are, it is clear to see that the CEO enjoys

that they make the connection between

He’s there to talk to them about the

interacting with the students. He likes

growing food, eating healthily so they can

importance of agriculture, eating local

their enthusiasm and finds their honesty

be grow well given the sedentary lifestyle

foods, growing their own vegetables and

refreshing, particularly those who say they

so many people have easily fallen into.

fruits and Agrofest.

don’t eat their vegetables.

He’s not there to preach either. He is
very concerned about the high incidence

After greeting the children and their

Why? Because then he is able to reiterate

of childhood obesity as well as the

teachers, and getting some volunteers

the importance of doing so while shoring

prevalence of chronic non-communicable

to help him with his presentation, his first

up the message that their teachers and

diseases. He believes that parents can

question is: “Do you know where food

parents have been giving.

do much more to stem the tide by starting

comes from?”
The

healthy habits from early and of course

responses,

though

enthusiastic,

are varied: “The supermarket”.

“A food

You see, visiting schools is not only to

leading the way in growing herbs, fruits

get the children talking and thinking

and vegetables rich in nutrients their

about Agrofest. Mr Paul also speaks to

children need.

factory” and “a farm”.

them about eating healthily, reducing

He laughs. Some students giggle. Their

the amount of sweets they consume,

Asked why he chose to visit the schools,

teachers snicker.

the importance of exercising, diabetes,

he said: “It is important that we get the

saying no to marijuana and good hygienic

children involved in agriculture from an

practices for the little farmers and those

early age. They must see that we can

Mr Paul realises that some children have

James Paul, CEO of The Barbados Agricultural Society (BAS) pictured with some primary school children
Cont’d on page 14
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TAKING AGRICULTURE TO SCHOOL
grow food here in Barbados and that they

students after the discovery.

gardens and more projects themed around

don’t need a big land space to do so. They

agriculture at schools.

can recycle containers which would help to

Mr Paul likes the enthusiasm of the teachers

reduce the waste and help the environment.

especially those who practice what they

The coordinator continued: “Additionally,

I want them to understand that they can

preach. In other words, those who grew

some schools are even rearing livestock

help out no matter how young they are, and

their own herbs and vegetables at home

such as Barbados Blackbelly Sheep and

by starting with them, they can get their

and get their students involved.

rabbits. This is a trend we want to see

parents and brothers and sisters and other

As the interest increases throughout the

improving over time so that one day we can

relatives involved too.

school, the Chief Executive Officer thanked

boost of having at least a garden at every

organisations such as the 4H Foundation

school in Barbados. “

“We need to see a shift in the way we think

for their efforts and contribution to the sector

about food in this country. It doesn’t have

in getting students interested in agriculture

“Agrofest 2017 will witness perhaps the

to be farmers alone. Each householder can

and agro-processing as for showing them it

youngest average age group for farmers

do his or her part to contribute to reducing

is a viable career option.

taking part in the livestock shows since its

the food bill as well. People must take

return to the national calendar of events.”

responsibility for their own health”

He also thanked the principals, teachers

Also of interest to Mr Paul is the school

parents and other members of the schools’

If Mr Paul gets his wish, he will continue

garden. Ideally, he would like to see all

staff for getting involved and for their

visiting schools beyond Agrofest and

schools starting or reviving their gardens

contributions.

interacting with the students and teachers

so the children can get their “hands dirty”.

as long as his schedule allows. His hope

“That way they can get practical experience

For Agrofest Coordinator, Mr Thedore

is that the BAS could get more involved

and see their seeds growing and go

Fraser, the visits to the school are reaping

with the schools and students at this level

through all the stages right up to harvesting

dividends.

assisting them with their gardens and other

and selling of the produce. They would see

projects.

and understand that agriculture regardless

“Agrofest was reintroduced to Barbados in

of which aspect they get involved in, that

January 2005 with a set of objectives aimed

there is nothing to be ashamed of. It is one

at reviving the interest in agriculture. One

way to make a decent living,” he added.

of the primary objectives of the exhibition
and perhaps the most critical one, speaks

One of the major set-backs or deterrents

to getting more young people to see that

teachers and principals spoke to him about

agriculture is viable and has great potential

is the theft of their crops. Praedial larcency

for building a career.

has hit some of them pretty hard as every
single

bean,

sweet

pepper,

Chinese

“As

a

result,

on

a

yearly

basis,

cabbage, head of lettuce, sweet potato

representatives of the BAS take the time

were among the vegetables and fruits,

to go and visit schools to share information

carted away in the dead of night by the

and gain feedback from students and

uncaring, unscrupulous thieves.

teachers on their views of the sector and

At one school, a teacher said the thieves

to some extent Agrofest. The importance

made off with everything including the

of the schools’ involvement is of such

weeds and another spoke about problems

importance, that the CEO of the BAS James

monkeys are posing. Another said while

Paul personally takes time out of his often

they were waiting to but a hand of bananas,

busy schedule to visit as many schools as

someone was watching too.

he can,” Fraser said.

The students and teachers are hard done

He noted that since the reintroduction of

by the theft and some shared with Mr

the country’s largest agricultural exhibition,

Paul the fact that they cried along with the

the BAS has seen a revitalization of school

The Agriculturalist 2017
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By Frances L. C

Agriculture

has

great

potential

in

heavily on the United States and Europe

Of course food crops like cassava, yam,

Barbados, but it has to be given the same

for economic growth will be particularly

sweet potato, eddoe and corn had been

attention as tourism and the financial

vulnerable. He suggested that Barbados

intercropped and rotated with sugar cane

services sector. And strong linkages

could produce its own food rather than

on plantations for years, but vegetable

between the sectors must be developed.

importing it. Perhaps with our foreign

production was limited to backyard

We often hear of agreements between

reserves in such bad shape, we may

and market gardens. What was being

hoteliers, restauranteurs and farmers, but

have no choice but to put more emphasis

proposed was mechanized commercial

there needs to be more commitment by

on agriculture and food production in

production of a greater diversity of crops.

all parties.

particular.

I, among others have been saying for

But even within agriculture, we need

consequently established a Diversification

years that we’re relying too heavily on

to change the way we do things. In the

Unit at Edghill, St Thomas in 1965 with

tourism, an industry which is known to be

1960s, the Barbados Sugar Producers’

well-known botanist, Graham Gooding

fickle. I’ve also preached the importance

Association realized the dangers of

heading it. The aim was to test a number

of food security and sovereignty, but my

depending solely on sugar cane, bearing

of crops to select those which could take

words often fall on deaf ears. As they say,

in mind the economic conditions in

the place of cane on lands which were

“a prophet is not without honour, save in

the sugar industry. The inevitability of

already uneconomic for sugar cane

his own country”.

mechanization of the crop meant that

production, and to replace cane on other

areas unsuitable for mechanization would

lands if the price of sugar fell further. It

have to be otherwise utilized.

was hoped that the programme would

The

Now that we have foreign global money
manager, public speaker and senior

Sugar

Producers

Association

result in a reduction of food imports and

economic advisor, Jay Taparia saying that

Furthermore, at that time over twenty

Barbados needs to diversify its economy,

million dollars’ worth of foodstuff was

maybe the powers that be will listen.

being imported annually, and it was felt

Gooding looked at the various possibilities

that at least half of this could be produced

for replacing cane. Having considered a

Mr. Taparia is reported as saying that

locally, with some also available for

number of crop and livestock systems,

undiversified

export.

he concluded that none

economies

which

rely

export of food crops where possible.

had all the

Cont’d on page 16
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Agriculture- The Next 50 years
Cont’d from page 15

sugar cane plant to produce a diversity of

sales through farmers’ markets. The

characteristics necessary to replace sugar

products.

number of farmers’ markets has increased

cane en masse , both from the point of

In the next 50 years we expect to see

substantially over the last ten years or

view of its market, potential revenue or

further diversification

both within and

so. These not only sell fresh produce but

beneficial effect on local soils,. Therefore

around

sugar, with more emphasis on

also baked goods, preserves and other

it was decided that diversification within

branded value added products through

processed foods, jewellery, art and so on.

and around sugar cane was the way to

increased agro-processing. We also need

proceed .

to produce more of our inputs for the local

Other

farmers

have

moved

into

livestock feed industry. Following research

aquaponics, producing tilapia and crayfish

In the last 50 years, Barbados has indeed

by CARDI in the 1980s showing that a

in conjunction with herbs, salad greens

diversified

significantly.

proportion of the corn in animal feed could

and other items popular with restaurants.

vegetable

be replaced by cassava, there have been

One farmer has combined growing and

growers producing mechanized crops on

many attempts to encourage the local feed

agro-processing of his sweet potato ,

a large scale. In more recent times a few

plant to use locally grown cassava, but to

producing well packaged sweet potato

have introduced hydroponic production

date, this hasn’t happened. There needs

fries. These are gaining popularity in the

in greenhouses with good success. They

to be a greater effort made to achieve this.

local market.

quality crops required by the hotel and

There has been some progress made in

Cassava is being processed and packaged

restaurant trade.

diversification around sugar , with some

as a frozen product. Cassava, sweet potato

The sugar industry is now grappling with

farmers moving away from the traditional

and breadfruit flours are also on sale and

a change from a sugar industry to a sugar

selling of produce to

one large bakery is using cassava in the

cane industry, utilizing all parts of the

supermarkets and doing more direct

There

are

its

agriculture

now

specialist

have proved that they can produce the

16

wholesalers or

Cont’d on page 17
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Agriculture- The Next 50 years
Cont’d from page 16

production of a specialty bread. We hope to
see expansion in all these areas.
Sales of coconut water have been steadily
increasing over the last few years. It is
not only available from wayside vendors
but also from

supermarkets which have

at least three brands on sale. At present
coconut trees are scattered over the island,
with only very few medium sized plantings.
In the next 50 years I expect to see a
considerable increase in the number of
coconut plantations.
In the livestock area , Barbados has a
modern, well established pig industry, not
only for fresh pork, but also for a variety of
processed products which are exported.
Barbados is now relatively self-sufficient in

today’s modern, well organized industry

Goat’s milk has become increasingly

with 4 electronically controlled hatcheries

popular in the last twenty years or so

and hundreds of egg and broiler farmers

especially among the very health conscious

satisfying our demand of 15M kg of chicken

and for babies and young children allergic

annually .

to cow’s milk. There’s only one private
mechanized goat farm offering goat’s milk

The efficient “wind tunnel” technology for

for sale to supermarkets and individuals, as

environmental control in poultry houses has

well as to a fledgling cheese industry.

been adopted by at least 9 farmers.
Two hatcheries export baby chicks to other
Caribbean islands. In 2015 just under
600,000 chicks were exported.
In the future I hope to see the legislative
and other hurdles which prevent the export
of chicken to Europe removed to make way
for a further increase in this industry.

Production of fresh lamb from local Black
belly

sheep

has

been

disappointing,

although it’s acknowledged that the quality
is superior to imported lamb. An effort to set
up a feedlot operation for fattening farmers’
lambs failed apparently because of the lack
of support by farmers and government .
At present there are only two large sheep
farms which breed and fatten animals.
Recently there was an expression of

The dairy industry has come a long way

interest in the production of high end leather

since 1966 .Today, there are at least 17

goods from black belly hides. Hopefully this

periods like Christmas.

dairy farms, five of which have electronically

will lead to a viable business and increased

controlled milking parlours. Approximately 4

interest in sheep production.

In the area of poultry, we’ve made

million kg of milk is bought by the Pine Hill

My hope for agriculture in the next 50 years

Dairy annually, packaged and sold as fresh

is to have a smaller, more efficient sugar

milk as well as the UHT product. The Dairy

cane industry

is ISO 9000 and HACCP certified , with

added products, coupled with a king grass

local, regional and cruise ship markets .

biomass industry if the results of the pilot

fresh pork, with imports mainly of legs for
processing into hams during high demand

significant progress from the three small
hatcheries and about six small commercial
egg and broiler producers in the 1960s, to

producing branded value

Cont’d on page 20

An agricultural tour in Barbados
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AGROFEST 2017 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
FRIDAY, February 24, 2016
Time

Item

10:00 AM

GATES OPEN

10:30 AM to 11:30 AM
IICA’s Booth, Main Pasture

JUDGING OF AFRICAN HERITAGE
SECONDARY SCHOOLS CULINARY 		
COMPETITION

10:30 AM to 11:00 AM
Main Stage

FRUIT EATING COMPETITION

11:00 AM to 11:30 AM

AEROBICS
Presented by Brenda Worrell & the 		
Taskforce for Physical Activity

11:30 PM to 2:30 PM
Main Stage

AFRICAN HERITAGE CONCERT
(Featuring:)

11:30 AM to 12:30 PM
Main Pasture

FARMERS CHOICE OLE TIME BAJAN
OLYMPICS
Hosted by KB Kleen & Fuhnominon

6.00 PM to 9:00 PM
Main Stage

KARAOKE IN THE PARK & HOTT DJ
SOUND OFF
Hosted by Starcom & the Nation Group

SATURDAY, February 25, 2017

6:00 to 7:00 PM
Main Pasture

FARMERS CHOICE OLE TIME BAJAN
OLYMPICS
Hosted by Fuhnominon

7:00 PM
Main Stage,
Entertainment Area

ON STAGE
BEST OF CROP OVER 2016
(featuring…. Kirk Brown and the Energy
Band, Shanta Prince and Joaquin,
Lil Rick, Lead Pipe and Saddist,
and Mr. Dale)
MC – KIRK BROWN

SUNDAY, February 26, 2017
Time

Item

8:00 AM to 12:00 PM
IICA Booth, Main Pasture

PLANTATION BREAKFAST
Produced by IICA

9.30 AM to 10:30 AM

JUDGING OF PIGS

10.30 AM to 11:00 AM
Main Pasture

JUDGING OF RABBITS

1:00 PM to 1:30 PM
Main Stage

FRUIT EATING COMPETITION

Time

Item

1:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Show Ring, Main Pasture

10:00 AM to 12:00 PM

BEEF SHOW & PINE HILL DAIRY SHOW
Show Ring
Dairy Show Presented by Pine Hill

FARMERS CHOICE OLE TIME BAJAN
OLYMPICS
Hosted by KB Kleen & Fuhnominon

2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Show Ring, Main Pasture

11:00 AM to 12:30 PM
Dining Club Booth, Main Pasture

JUNIOR DUELLING CHALLENGE
– THE AGROFEST SPECIAL EDITION
Hosted by Caribbean Cuizine

DAIRY GOAT SHOW
Presented by the Barbados Sheep
& Goat Farmers Inc.

1:00 PM to 1:30 PM
Main Stage

FRUIT EATING COMPETITION

2:00 PM to 3:30 PM
Dining Club Booth,
Main Pasture

JUNIOR DUELLING CHALLENGE
– THE AGROFEST SPECIAL EDITION
Hosted by Caribbean Cuizine

2:00 PM to 2:45 PM
Play Park

STORY TELLING – Jennifer Walker

3:30 PM to 4:00 PM
Main Stage

2:00 PM to 3:30 PM
Dining Club Booth, Main Pasture

JUNIOR DUELLING CHALLENGE
– THE AGROFEST SPECIAL EDITION
Hosted by Caribbean Cuizine

AGROFEST FRUIT SALAD CREATION
COMPETITION
Presented by the Task Force on Physical
Activity

4.00 PM to 4:30 PM
Main Stage

FRUIT EATING COMPETITION

2:00 PM to 5:30 PM
Show Ring

SHEEP SHOW
Presented by the Barbados Sheep
& Goat Farmers Inc.
Sponsored by Pinnacle Feeds

4:30 PM to 5.30 PM
Show Ring, Main Pasture

AGILITY DOG SHOW
Presented by the Barbados Dog Training
Club

5:00 PM to 6:30 PM
Main Pasture

JUNIOR DUELLING CHALLENGE
– THE AGROFEST SPECIAL EDITION
Hosted by Caribbean Cuizine

6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Main Stage

AGROFEST EVENING OF GOSPEL
CONCERT,
(Featuring: Sister Marshall,
Shelly-Ann Ward-Corbin, Andre Belle, 		
Kishelle Rawlins, Richard Antonio
and Nfl, Backing Band – Legiture)

4:00 PM to 4:30 PM
Main Stage

GET WOMEN MOVING
Facilitated by Celia Collymore,
Heather Drakes and the National Task 		
Force on Physical Activity

5:00 PM to 5:30 PM
Main Stage

FRUIT EATING COMPETITION

5:30 to 6:00 PM
Main Pasture

DEMONSTRATION BY BARBADOS
WORKING DOGS ASSOCIATION

5:00 PM to 6:30 PM
Dining Club’s Booth,
Main Pasture

JUNIOR DUELLING CHALLENGE
– THEAGROFEST SPECIAL EDITION
Hosted by Caribbean Cuizine

18
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Agriculture- The Next 50 years
Cont’d from page 17

project are positive. Both the sugar cane and the king grass
would protect our soils from erosion and be good rotation crops
for vegetables and other food crops.
The drier areas of the country could be used for production of
sorghum and cassava which are quite drought tolerant. Aloe is
another crop which has been successfully grown in Barbados and
which is also drought tolerant. Processing and markets would
have to be investigated before proceeding here. All these crops
would have to be rotated with crops which would provide ground
cover or serious erosion may result. The same applies to sea
island cotton which does not protect the soil.
Barbados has been supplying flowers to the cruise ship industry
for some time . There is also one farmer who exports flowers
and foliage. Plant rentals to hotels and other businesses is also
developing well. Some advances have been made in supplying
vegetables and herbs to the cruise ship industry but this needs
more work.
With the advances being made in the use of solar energy I expect
to see more farms utilizing this technology. One businessman has
recently proposed combining livestock production with a solar
farm, an excellent way to exploit the use of land.

Hydroponically grown lettuce

Apart from providing food for the tourism industry, there are
other innovative ways in which the two industries can be linked.
The concept of agrotourism or agritourism as it is sometimes
called, encourages visitors to experience agricultural or farm life
first hand. Patrons have the opportunity to work alongside real
farmers and sample some of the fruits of their own labour This
is particularly appealing to persons from urban areas whose only
interaction with fruit and vegetables is at the supermarket.
Cont’d on page 21
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Agriculture- The Next 50 years
Cont’d from page 20

Agrotourism , which is widespread in

farm tours with

Italy, Spain and the US, is reported to be

various

developing into a large part of the tourism

be

industry and in fact, will soon be one of the

locally?

largest sectors of tourism. In Barbados,

example, visitors

where we continually hear of the need to

could pick some

increase the income from agriculture as

cotton,

well as to diversify our tourism offering,

visit the ginnery

agrotourism has good potential. However,

and

see

no amount of talking by organisations will

the

cotton

bring it about, it will only become a reality

processed,

if someone actually takes the plunge and

be able to buy

develops it as a commercial enterprise.

finished product

I have experienced

a “farm stay” in

New Zealand where we stayed at the
farmhouse, were taken on a tour of the
farm, watched the rounding up of sheep
using dogs ,as well as a demonstration of
the shearing of sheep. The meals offered
were home cooked, using produce from the
farm garden and cooked by the farmer’s
wife. Farm stays may also include the
chance to help with farming tasks during
the visit. There have been quite successful
ventures of this type in other Caribbean
islands, notably St Lucia and Dominica,
but in Barbados, it has not been seriously
pursued.
I remember also visiting a rubber plantation
in Malaysia where you could see all the
operations, including tapping the rubber
and preparing it for shipping. Why couldn’t

The Agriculturalist 2017

themes
organised
For

then
how
is
and

as well as videos, postcards and other
mementos. Of course this would mean
revitalising the cotton industry which
appears to be in a dormant state and far
from reaching its original goal of producing
value added products on a commercial
basis.
A similar tour could be organised with
sugar, where mechanical harvesting could
be seen, but visitors might also try their

Cane Breeding Station demonstrating the
origins of sugar cane and the breeding
process. I saw a similar exhibit while
visiting a sugar cane museum in Colombia.
Tours linking sugar production and rum
production could also be developed.
The other linkage which is obvious for
agriculture is the cultural industry which
is itself linked to the tourism industry and
ecotourism.

hand at cutting cane ( I believe this was

As we go forward into the next 50 years,

proposed by the late Dr Colin Hudson many

we need to put our heads together and

years ago), and then visit both the sugar

remove the constraints to the agricultural

museum as well as a working sugar factory

industry- like praedial larceny and stray

or the small plant at Nicholas Abbey. The

animals,

tour could end with a “plantation feast” at

which are possible between tourism and

one of the sugar plantations, accompanied

agriculture for the benefit of the nation in

by folk songs and dancing. There could be

general.

and

exploit

the

synergies

a specially developed exhibit at the Sugar
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A new pest of swe
Ian Gibbs
Entomology Section
Ministry of Agriculture, Food, Fisheries & Water Resource Management
Introduction
A possible new pest of sweet potato
was observed twice late last year in the

the life history of A. propinqua but the

shield is held over the larva’s back and is

following was deduced from literature on

a chemically enhanced defense against

the Cassidinae in general.

predators. The shields rely mainly on host-

parish of St Philip. It was feeding on the

Egg: Oval and flattened and about 1 mm

foliage of sweet potato, spinach and

in length. They are attached singly to the

rounceval (increase) peas. The insect

underside of the plant leaf or stem and

in question appears to be Agroiconota

deposited in clusters of about 20 eggs.

propinqua (Boheman), a small beetle

Female beetles lay from 50-90 eggs

of

beetles)

over a two week period and they hatch

subfamily of the Chrysomelid leaf beetles.

in 5-10 days depending on species and

There are over 3,000 species of these

environmental conditions.

the

Cassidinae

(tortoise

beautifully coloured Cassidinid beetles
distributed worldwide and those of the
genus Agroiconota mainly feed on plants
in the family Convolvulaceae, such as
sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) and other
Ipomoea species.
Biology

Larva: Broad and flattened with spines,
some of which are branched. Most are
yellowish to green in colour and pass
through three instars (moults). Larvae feed
on the leaves, creating numerous holes
in them. After each moult, the larva does
with previous skins and faecal matter on
its anal fork to form a blob-like shield. This

Agroiconota larva showing faecal shield on anal fork

22

repellence or deterrence.

Some have

potent chemical defenses based on hostderived terpenes while others incorporate
both primary host plant metabolites phytol,
hexadecanoic, linolenic and oleic acids
and secondary metabolites like saponins
and steroidal alkaloids. The larval period
ranges from 14-21 days.

not discard the cast skin but combines it

Not much is known specifically about

derived secondary metabolites for their

Pupa: Brownish with spines and attached
to the leaf. The pupa is 5-8 mm in length
and the pupal period lasts from 7-14 days.
This is the resting stage of the insect and
it is from this stage that the adult beetle
will emerge.
Adult: Shiny black with golden stripes

A. propinqua adult and its damage on sweet potato leaf
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eet potato?
and 5-7 mm long. Adults also feed on the

lacewings (Chrysopidae), and ants

host plant leaves. The total life cycle ranges

(Formicidae) feed on them. There

from about 4-7 weeks.

are representative species of these
insect families in Barbados and most

Control
Biological: Worldwide, 10 families of

Mating pair of A. propinqua beetles

likely a number of them will become
natural enemies of A. propinqua here.

larvae and adults of A. propinqua. However,

tiny wasps and 3 subfamilies of Tachinid

The more natural enemies there are in

if you prefer to use an organic insecticide

flies parasitize the eggs, larvae and

the fields, the less should be the need for

which is less harmful to the beetle’s natural

pupae

pesticides.

enemies, a neem formulation such as

of

addition,

the

Cassidinid

predators

such

beetles.
as

In

ladybird

beetles (Coccinellidae), ground beetles
(Carabidae),
shield

or

assassin

damsel
stink

bugs

bugs

bugs

(Nabidae),

(Pentatomidae),

(Reduviidae),

green

Neem-X®(azadirachtin) can be applied.

Chemical
Systemic

These insecticides should always be
insecticides

Actara®(thiamethoxam)

such
and

as
Rogor

40®(dimethoate) can be used to control the

Beetle damage to sweet potato foliage

applied only at the recommended rate.
Wear protective clothing when applying
pesticides.

Beetle damage to rounceval (increase) peas foliage

Sources of information
Agroiconata larva photo - http://bugguide.net/node/view/940634/bgpage
Chaboo, C.S. (2007 ) BIOLOGY AND PHYLOGENY OF THE CASSIDINAE
GYLLENHAL SENSU LATO (TORTOISE AND LEAF-MINING BEETLES)
(COLEOPTERA: CHRYSOMELIDAE). BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY #305
Cuignet, M., Windsor, D., Reardon, J. and Hance, T. The diversity and specificity
of parasitoids attacking Neotropical tortoise beetles (Chrysomelidae, Cassidinae).

The Agriculturalist 2017

https://repository.si.edu/bitstream/handle/10088/12016/stri_Cuignet_et_al_2008.
pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
Jolivet, P and Petitpierre, E (1981) BIOLOGY OF CHRYSOMELIDAE (
COLEOPTERA). But/I. Inst . Cat. Hist. Nat., 47 (Sec. Zool., 4): 105-138.
Vencl, F.V., Gómez, N.E., Ploss, K. and Boland, W. (2009). The Chlorophyll
Catabolite, Pheophorbide a, Confers Predation Resistance in a Larval Tortoise
Beetle Shield Defense. J Chem Ecol (2009) 35:281–288
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The rise in chronic non-communicable

when interviewed by the media have

relatives and friends who attended their

diseases

in

attributed their longevity to their faith in

first after work lime, word spread quickly

Barbados is a real and serious concern

God and their diet filled with nutritious

that they were serving up a Bajan culinary

for everyone. And one a young company,

ground provisions.

experience. This has led the partners to

and

childhood

obesity

run to two young people, has set out to do
something to combat the worrying trends.

increase their operations from one day a
The scores of customers who head to

week to four from January - Wednesdays

Kim and Dwight’s Black Rock, St Michael

to Saturdays.

Kim Hamblin and Dwight Forde, partners

business each week to get their Yelluh Meat

of Strong Foods. Inc. decided more than

roasted breadfruit bowls laden with bul jol,

Kim said: “What our product has become

a year ago, to show foodies that eating

shrimp, lentil veg strew, pig tails, lamb, red

over the year is a cultural experience

the breadfruit, yam, sweet potato and

herring, and pulled pork is evidence that

between children and their parents. I would

cassava that their grandparents and great

the two are on to a good thing.

see parents bring their children around to

grandparents ate is a good thing.

where we are roasting and explain ‘this
Strong Foods Inc. was launched in

After all, most centenarians in Barbados

24

December 2015 and while it was only

is how they roast the breadfruit like those
Cont’d on page 25
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Healthy Eating
Cont’d from page 24

from the tree we have at home’. It’s
kind of a learning experience and with
my nephew, who is three years old, he
knows when Wednesday comes it’s roast
breadfruit day.
“People are so amazed to see how
many children like the product. In my
experience, I’ve never seen a child who
has tasted it and not liked it.”
Dwight chimed in: “I think it definitely has
a lot to do with presentation because,
when I was growing up I ate breadfruit in
all forms. When you have something that
is now in a new form, with toppings that
complement it very well but add different
dimensions of flavour that children can
really see or have something that they
would be interested in or curious
about, [they would like it].

The Bajan Way
“Beyond our breadfruit and going into our

are conscious of the “Bajan-ness” of their

sweet potato, I know they’re foods that our

food and they like that.

younger generation would not necessarily

“As we came through the year and as

want, like those ground provisions, as

we looked at [the fact] that our food is

they would associate them with being

very Bajan, it was designed to highlight,

boiled or baked. They might still think

to lift and reinvigorate Bajan culture

they’re bland [but] with our yam poppers

through food and put it out there more.

and other foods we’re planning to release,

…We made the decision to use Yelluh

it is a totally different experience.

Meat to encapsulate the complete Bajan
experience because we do have roast

“This is what we enjoy about our offerings

breadfruit, that’s what we’re known for,

as it is putting our twist and modernising

but we do have other menu offerings.

the traditional foods we had that are
probably played out and boring to the

“We do have loads of things which we

younger generation, which is growing up

want to roll out in the future to craft that

in a totally different environment. They are

full Bajan food experience, to try to be

exposed to so much information, and so

best at that here and then

many different things and having that

go on to export that and

stuff totally turned upside down and

give the world a taste of

become new.”

what an authentic Bajan
experience

For Kim and Dwight, they

is,”

Dwight

stated.
Cont’d on page 27

Dwight Forde (l) and Kim Hamblin
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Healthy Eating

The Bajan Way

Cont’d from page 25

How did they come up with the

Yelluh Meat given that it is the description

we were doing. Let’s do something a bit

concept?

given to the carbohydrate. That did not last

more unique, let’s change it up.

too long Dwight said, because even though
They

their

it was a project, he saw the potential. He

“We got to thinking and it was Kim who

involvement in the Youth Entrepreneurship

explained

it

was

during

then came up with the name Strong Foods,

came up with the form of the breadfruit

Scheme [YES] in 2015. They were part of

the others liked it and they kept it.

bowl and then I was able to put the name

a group which had to produce a product

to it” said Dwight.

or service for the cultural industries or

After YES and some changes to the

cultural tourism.

group, Forde, Hamblin and another person

Just how do they manage to have a steady

formed Strong Foods Inc., keeping Yelluh

supply of their main ingredient?

Dwight said he came up with the initial

Meat as the brand name and as the cliché

concept during the brainstorming session

goes, the rest is history.

for the project.

“We have very reliable supplier. We
get our breadfruits from all corners of

It was Kim who came up with the idea of

Barbados and there is no one particular

“I said let’s commercialise roast breadfruit.

the bowl while Dwight gave it its name.

place. We work with a number of suppliers

There’s no one really out there that was

“The breadfruit bowl as it is, we developed

and the relationship is good. In fact, we

capitalising on that and I thought that it

post YES. During the project, we served

have one supplier throughout our growth

was a gap. The others liked it, and we

roast breadfruit but we took it out of the

who was able to develop our knowledge

combined it with one or two of the other

skin and served it with bul jol. After we left

of breadfruits. We went hunting for, and

ideas that we had,” he noted.

Kim and I got together and said while no

picking breadfruits with one of our suppliers

one was doing roast breadfruit it was easy

and getting involved in the process from

for someone to come along and do what

the tree.”

The first name they came up with was
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Healthy Eating
Recognising

their

role

in

The Bajan Way

maintaining

Barbados’ cultural heritage though food,
and reducing the high level of noncommunicable diseases throughout the
country, their intention is to grow the
company, get more people involved along
the way and speak about the benefits of the
foods they serve.
The young business people know the
potential of their product, others have
recognized it and have invited them to
participate in Crop Over and other cultural
events, and wedding receptions.
They also want to take part in events such
as Agrofest so more people will be able to
eat their products and taste that “ole time
something come back again”.
For now, however, Kim and Dwight will
continue to take baby steps as they build
their Yelluh Meat brand and Strong Foods
Inc.
“Soon,” they both said, “Soon.”
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Blackbelly

Leather
Professor Leonard O’Garro taking a
closer look at one of the items.

When Dr Leroy McClean saw samples
of the leather items produced from the
Blackbelly sheep it was a dream come true.
His research on the genetic profile of the
sheep, conducted between 2005 and 2009,
helped lay the groundwork for the attentiongrabbing products on show by the Centre
for Food Security and Entrepreneurship

The display of leather.

(CFSE) of the University of the West Indies.
“I was extremely pleased to see the finished

Experts also viewed the quality of leather

Having returned to Barbados, while I was

products. I was satisfied when I saw the

produced from hair sheep was second only

at the BIDC, I collected some 240 skins

leather. I knew it was very high quality and

to those from kangaroo skin.

for the abattoir and got them sorted and
processed in to leather. Coming out of that

all of the leather experts that I was in contact
with agreed that it was an extremely high

With there being general acceptance that

Sir Charles Williams heard of what we were

quality,” said Dr McClean, a former head of

the Blackbelly sheep was among the best

doing and we gave him the information and

the Barbados Investment and Development

of the hair sheep, Dr McClean found a

he subsequently got interested in it.”

Corporation (BIDC).

tannery that was interested in processing

He had identified that the Barbados

some of the skin, while serving as Consul

Armed with that information a team led

General in Toronto, Canada.

by Sir Charles, one of Barbados’ leading
entrepreneurs, met about a year and a half

population of the Blackbelly sheep is, in
fact, the original population with a distinct

“We sent up to five sample skins up to them

ago with CFSE officials, including centre

set of genetic markers.

and they processed it and the analysis

Director Professor Leonard O’Garro.

The Agriculturalist 2017
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Blackbelly Leather

Barbados’ prized Blackbelly Sheep.

Cont’d from page 29

Since that time, work on the Barbados
Blackbelly Sheep Skin Leather Project
has been taking place behind the scenes,
utilising available technology, knowledge
from local and international experts, and,
of course, tapping in to available financing.
The sample results, unveiled in January,
included a belt, ladies and gents shoes,
coloured bags, and small sheets of
leather, all giving an insight in to the many
possibilities.

“This

sets

the

stage

for

the

quality and designs of its leather products.

commercialization of the project. We do
have stockpiles of cured black belly sheep

The aim, Professor O’Garro said, is to have

skin, which would be converted to leather

high-end, exquisite items being produced.

and leather products. The expectation

“We are really looking at the best

is that these things should be in the

designers and manufacturers in Italy so

marketplace by the end of the year.”

we can utilise the Italian branding known
for its fine leather work and bring that

With Barbados not having the facilities

to the Barbados Blackbelly sheep,” he

for a tannery and some of the chemicals

explained.

used in the process banned in the country,
attention turned to Italy, well known for the

Cont’d on page 31

“A company, Islands Leathers Inc., was
specifically set up to promote the idea
and so the Centre for Food Security and
Entrepreneurship at Cave Hill is working in
a formal collaboration with Island Leathers
Inc. and essentially it will be that company
that would get into the marketplace to
promote and trade and sell the leather
products,” Professor O’Garro said in an
interview with the local media.

...“We are really looking at the
best designers and manufacturers
in Italy so we can utilise the
Italian branding known for its fine
leather work and bring that to the
Barbados Blackbelly sheep...
30
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Blackbelly Leather
Cont’d from page 30

This project may be just the injection

are interested and some are talking as if

needed for the industry that has, so far,

they’re in competition with each other and

focused on small arts and craft utilising the

that sort of thing. There’s need now to pull

sheep skin.

all of the stakeholders together and work
out a direction for the Blackbelly sheep

While Dr McClean agreed there are

industry because we don’t have enough

many possibilities, his advice

sheep on the island to do what we would

to officials is to approach the

like to do. It’s a matter of increasing the

Blackbelly sheep industry in

population, training butchers how to take

a holistic way.

off the skins without damaging them, the
most economical way to get them tanned in

“ W e

have

Sir

to leather, how to work with designers and

Charles

product developers and getting the actual

interested

products to market.

in

it,

we

have other

There’s a lot of work to be done and I think

people

the samples is just an indication of what is

w

possible,” he added.

h

o

UWI, Cave Hill Principal Professor Eudine Barriteau
proudly displaying one of the bags.
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The Annona seed wasp
Ian Gibbs

insect damage include small, black holes

and although many eggs are laid within

Entomology Section

on the fruit surface and brown to black

a single seed, only one mature larva

Ministry of Agriculture, Food, Fisheries

decay of the fruit.

develops. Egg incubation lasts 12 to 14

& Water Resource Management

Introduction
The Annona seed wasp Bephratelloides
cubensis

Ashmead,

(Hymenoptera:

Eurytomidae) is considered to be an
important pest of Annona spp. (soursop,
sugar apple, custard apple) in the
Caribbean. Seed wasp damage consists
of emergence holes (0.1-0.15 cm in
diameter) on green fruits. Symptoms of

days. The larva is near white to cream

Life history

colored, c-shaped, pointed at both ends,

B. cubensis reproduces by thelytokous

legless, and swollen near the centre. The

parthenogenesis

are

larva passes through five instars (moults)

produced from unfertilized eggs. The

in 42 to 55 days. The naked pupae are

newly emerged wasp prefers to oviposit

protected by the seed coat and the pupal

on fruit 3-4 cm in diameter. Eggs are

stage is 12 to 13 days. Larvae, pupae or

ovoid with a short filament at one end

adults are found inside the seeds. The

and a long filament that extends out of

emerging adult females tunnel through

the oviposition puncture at the other

the pulp and when emerged are most

end. They are laid in developing seeds

active in mid to late afternoon. Female

i.e.

females

Annona seed wasp adult
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Wasp damaged Annona sp. seeds with exit holes (mid and right seeds)

body length ranges from 0.6-0.8 cm and

of the adult wasp. The severity of this

infesting the fruit. In addition, good field

they are reddish brown or light brown in

disease is probably doubled by the seed

sanitation is critical for wasp control - pick

colour.

wasp infestation.

up any fallen and decaying fruit and seeds

Economic damage occurs when the wasps
chew their way out of the fruit, creating a

and burn them. If you cannot burn in your

Control

area, place collected material in a strong

2 mm diameter tunnel that provides entry

Malathion® (malathion) and Orthene®

clear plastic bag and tie the mouth. Leave

for other insects and decay organisms.

(acephate) are effective in controlling the

the bag in the sun for about 2 weeks to

Dry fruit rot or mummification of the fruit

seed wasp adults in the field. However,

cook before disposing or composting. This

is caused by anthracnose (Colletotricum

sprays do not prevent fruit infestation.

must be done on a regular basis to reduce

gloeosporioides) and usually fruit are

Bagging individual fruit in small paper

the wasp population.

colonized by these fungi after emergence

lunch bags will prevent the wasp from

Information sources
Andrews, L. (1994) Production of the Annonas with particular
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Annona spp. Entomology and Nematology Department, Florida
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Cooperative Extension Service, Institute of Food and Agricultural

Pena, J. E., Glenn, H. and Baranowski, R. M. (1984) Important

Sciences, University of Florida. ENY-834

insect pests of Annona spp, in Florida. Proc. Fla. State Hort. Soc.
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Bajan Food Recipes
SOUSED GREEN BANANAS
6 green bananas
1 cucumber (cut into cubes)
1 large onion (minced)
2 small limes or 1 large lime
black pepper and salt
1. Boil uncooked green bananas in saucepan over medium 		
heat until skins of banana split
2. Drain water and allow bananas to cool
3. Peel and scrape the bananas and cut into 1 inch pieces
4. Put the bananas into a heatproof bowl and pour over with
boiling water, covering the bananas
5. Add salt, blackpepper, lime juice and onion
6. Put to cool, then add cucumber

SALT FISH SAUCE

1/2 lb Salf Fish
1 large or 3 small tomatoes
1 large onion
1 tablespoon curry power
Piece of red pepper
3/4 tablespoon flour
1 teaspoon mustard
1 teaspoon Worcheshire Sauce
Sweet marjoram, thyme and eschalot (chopped finely)
3/4 tablespoon vinegar
2 tablespoons butter
Parsley
1 cup water
1. Soak fish (to remove salt) until flaky
2. Put water and other ingredients except Worcestershire
sauce in saucepan ans sei-cook them
3. Add fish and stir well, cooking for about 5-7 minutes

SPLIT PEAS
AND PUMPKIN SOUP
2 1/2 cups split peas
1/2 lbs salt meat
2 large onions
Salt to taste
Piece of pepper
1/2 lb pumpkin
2 Carrots (diced)
Thyme, marjoram, eschalot
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cover peas with 5 cups of water and boil
Add saltmeat, onions and seasonings
Boil, cover, reduce heat and simmer
Remove the bone, cut up meat and return meat to soup
Add vegetables, salt if required and serve.

SWEET POTATO
PUDDING (PIE)

4 cups cooked mashed sweet potatoes
3/4 cup sugar
1/4 teaspoo salt
2 tablespoo butter
1/2 cupmilk
3 tablespoons pineapple juice
1/2 teaspoon power cinnamon
1 tablespoon seedless raisin (or chopped currents)
3-4 pineapple rings and whole cherries
1. Mash potatoes, add sugar gradually and mix well
Add butter (melted) and milk and blend well. Mix in pineapple juice. Add salt, baking power and cinnamon, sifted together and mix. Add rasins and pour mixture into a greased
pan and bakein a moderate oven for about 50 minutes or
until done.
Decorate top with pineapple rings with a cherry in each
centre.

Recipes by Majorie Bradshaw
- Reproduced from: Island Cooking Bajan Styles
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